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ACAO Project Goal 

•Build support of campus leadership 
for digital pedagogy with emphasis 
on:
• Adaptive learning

• Student performance in gateway courses



Why participate?

•Advances in digital technology improve 
teaching and learning

•Leveling the playing field of an institution 
with a mission of access

•Early adopters are already invested
•K-12 is ahead of higher education



ACAO Project Themes

•Most frequent goal: Course completion
• Others: Course mastery, rural outreach, flexible 

options, transfer success

•Most frequent disciplines: STEM
• Math, math prep for STEM, developmental math

•Other disciplines: Writing, Art, Social 
Science



Sample Tools



UNC Charlotte Project Goals

• Test the use of adaptive courseware in gateway 
and progression courses in high demand 
disciplines

• Improve learning for all students

• Reduce DFW’s and repeat rates

• Improve the transition of transfer students into 
the institution

• Approximately 50% of undergraduates are 
transfer students



Project Team Recruitment

• March 2018 – 8 teams volunteered to increase 
Adaptive Learning in a classroom

• Stipends awarded ($1000 - $3000) depending on 
level of involvement in project

• Additional support from Office of Undergraduate 
Education and Center for Teaching and Learning

• Goal: All teams pilot AL platforms by Fall 2018



Project Criteria

All project teams agreed to 3 criteria:

1. Backward design

2. Use of data to shape the classroom

3. AL would not be supplemental, but would hold 
substantial weight toward the final grade



Project Development

• Survey

• Visit from Georgia State

• Vendor Fair

• APLU speaker – Karen Vignare

• Transforming STEM Academy



Participation



Digital Technologies Needs 
Assessment*
Survey population (135)
• 53% teach on line
• 50 % teach hybrid
• Rank

• Professor 19%
• Associate professor 18%
• Assistant professor21%
• Other full time 30%
• Part time 12%

• 64% female

Survey by Dr. Florence Martin, UNC Charlotte



Digital Technologies 
Importance to Teaching

• Learning Management System most important

• Collaboration tool

• Supplemental video

• Video creation

• Online meeting

• Adaptive technology

• Classroom response tool

• Mobile apps

• Instructional games

• Social media

• Podcasts least important



Factors that Influence Use of 
Digital Technologies
• Demonstrated benefit most influential

• Time to design

• Technology skills

• Support from administration

• Recognition

• Workload policy

• Reappointment/Promotion/Tenure

• Incentives least influential



ACAO Top Takeaways



Faculty Concerns

• Faculty are motivated by improving student success
• There is untapped faculty interest
• To scale a project, departmental decisions are needed
• Primary exposure is often through vendors
• Faculty need time, support, and a hold harmless 

provision
• Faculty support includes instructional design and 

redesign support

It’s not just about the technology; it’s about pedagogy



Analytics, Evaluation, 
Outcomes

“Does it work” remains a critical issue.

• Design and evaluation of classroom interventions is not 
simple.

• Hard evidence is still limited

• APLU Personalized Learning –large scale application

• Faculty suspicions about the quality of the data when 
the source is primarily from vendors.



There will be failures, how do you stay the course?

Leadership and Culture

• Public goals—does this comport with the 
mission?

• Support not just for innovative faculty and risk 
takers; can the Center for Teaching and Learning 
support a project at scale?

• Leadership at all levels need to be committed



Courseware

“Journey of discovery”

• The 80% solution

• Costs—Institutional and student

• Wealth of options, how many can you support?

• Impact on faculty productivity



Early Results @ UNC 
Charlotte
Psychology AL project was easiest to implement:

• It was treated as course redesign, not bolt-on
• Appropriate level of faculty buy-in
• Formal project team with defined roles
• Project team completed Quality Matters 

before beginning course redesign
• Flipped classroom model
• Developed course consistency from section 

to section



Early Results @ UNC 
Charlotte
Chemistry 1200 adaptive project is conducting an 
experiment to measure results:

• One section is using ALEKS integration, 2nd 
section is traditional model

• TA is providing data analytics of student 
success in both sections

• Mid-term grades show students in section 
using ALEKS have slighter higher grades

• Full analysis will be presented at end of term



Early Results @ UNC 
Charlotte
Chemistry 1251 adaptive learning project is conducting an 
experiment to measure results:

• Summer II bridge cohort used SmartWorks5 for all 
homework and test prep as a jumpstart to fall 
1251 course. Cohort registered for same 1251 fall 
section with continued use of adaptive learning.

• Control group covers same material in 1251 
course with homework/quiz modules in Canvas 
with no adaptive component.

• TA is providing data analytics of student success in 
both sections

• Mid-term grades show students in cohort using 
adaptive learning have slighter higher grades



Faculty Support for Digital 
Learning @ UNC Charlotte

• Content production
• Academic Media 

Production Team

• Videos

• Lab demonstrations

• Field production

• Scripted, storyboarded 
projects

• Funding
• Additional funding from 

UNC System

• Pedagogy Support
• New Faculty Academy

• STEM Transformation

Academy

• Center for Teaching and 
Learning

• Quality Matters – peer 
review of course design



Observations and Questions 
@ UNC Charlotte 
• What we have learned:

• More digital tools in use than we were aware of

• Willing to adopt supports for students than to change instruction

• Low competence in adaptive technology, but interest in training

• To expand use:
• Demonstrate efficacy 

• Minimize use of faculty time

• Questions
• How do we include design-oriented concepts?

• What are the strategies for changing pedagogy when using 
adaptive technology fully?

• What are the sources of failure?



My Take

• Adaptive learning supports an optimistic mindset

• At their best, adaptive platforms are engaging, 
well-structured, provide frequent feedback to students, and 
inform faculty about student success

• We need rigorous research. In the interim, we should ask if 
the tools use well-established principles of learning

• Faculty are skeptics, but are also susceptible to psychology

• We need to adopt an innovator’s perspective:
• Be willing to make mistakes and move on

• Be willing to invest time and energy

• Recognize that students can be harsh critics

• For courses of the greatest concern, build strong faculty teams



You’re Invited!


